
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
insurance professional. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for insurance professional

Lead the roll-out of best practices around project management, performance
metrics, utilization and delivery in an organization which was centralized into
one global team during the last year
Collaborate/partner with the broader FIS executive professional service
teams across the Groups to build synergies and seize opportunities
Develop and/or champion initiatives that focus on bringing innovation in the
form of new services, identifying opportunities for existing offerings in new
markets, or generating more revenue from existing offerings and third party
partnerships
The management liability portfolio of programs (inclusive of various D&O and
E&O programs, Employment Practices Liability, Fidelity/Fraud, Cyber,
Fiduciary ) represent $2.3B in limits procured, $38mm in premium spend
annually and ~200 insurance contracts
You will support the management of the group's global insurance program
You will review insurance clauses in contracts
You will provide support to internal units
You will be able to demonstrates an understanding of key business drivers
and ensures strategic directions are followed and the organization succeeds
You will be able to gathers relevant data, identifies trends and root causes,
and draws logical conclusions to develop solutions
You will have ability to assess details and identify trends, systems and other
factors as part of a single and comprehensive picture
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An ability to manifest flexibility, adaptability, initiative and creativity
Highly articulate communicator who is able to convey important messages in
a clear and compelling manner at all levels of the organization
Proven track record working with “C” suite executives and Boards, equally
comfortable addressing large public audiences or senior level customers
Undergraduate degree with an excellent overall score
Additional academic qualifications (MBA or PhD) are helpful but not
mandatory
Several years' relevant professional experience in the area of digitization and
IT in insurance sector (e.g., based on projects to introduce new digital
products, to digitize processes or to renew IT systems in operations, claims,
settlement and/or sales) backed by solid professional understanding of core
areas in the P&C and/or life insurance business


